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Recent Results on Rare B Decays from BaBar and Belle
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The PEP-II and KEK asymmetric B factories are providing the BaBar and BELLE collaborations large samples
of B mesons, enabling high-statistics searches for rare B decays. The rates for some of these decays can be
enhanced by contributions from new physics, while others can provide constraints on the Unitarity Triangle. I
will review a variety of recent results on rare B decays from these two experiments.

1. Introduction

Heavy quark systems have been studied for
many years experimentally. They are also rel-
atively accessible theoretically, in particular be-
cause the mass of the b quark is much greater
than the QCD scale parameter λQCD and thus
the bq system can often be treated perturbatively.
In addition, in decays for which the tree processes
involve b→ u transitions, the penguin amplitudes
can play a significant role in determining the over-
all rate. For this reason, it is possible that new
physics in the equivalent penguin diagrams could
contribute significantly. The large samples of B
decays recorded by BaBar and Belle are now pro-
viding the statistics necessary to study rare de-
cays like the b→ u transition. Finally, some kind
of new physics could manifest itself as direct CP
violation in the interference between the penguin
and tree amplitudes.

There are many B decays which are classified
as ‘rare’. Rather than try to cover the complete
spectrum of topics, I have chosen to focus on
several measurements for which BaBar and Belle
have recently publicized new results.

2. B Reconstruction

All of the measurements I will discuss use simi-
lar techniques to reconstruct B candidates. All
observed particles combined to form a B can-
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didate are required to be in the active detec-
tor fiducial volume. To improve resolution, and
maximize the use of available information, the
well-known beam energy is used to form two
kinematic variables. They are the energy differ-
ence between the B candidate and the beam en-
ergy, ∆E = Ecandidate − Ebeam, and the energy-
substituted B mass, mES =

√
E2

beam −∑
i p

2
i ,

in which the pi are the B candidates daughters.
These variables are mostly uncorrelated. Cor-
rectly reconstructed signal candidates cluster in
the region around ∆E = 0 and mES = 5.28 GeV,
the nominal B mass.

3. b→ sl+l−

The decay B → K(∗)l+l− proceeds via the two
flavor changing electroweak diagrams shown in
Figure 1. The inclusive rate for B → Xsµ

+µ−
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Figure 1. Standard Model 2nd order electroweak
diagrams for B → K(∗)l+l−.
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is predicted to be (4.15 ± 0.70) × 10−6, and
the rate for B → Xse

+e− is predicted to be
(6.89± 0.10)× 10−6 [1]. New physics at the elec-
troweak scale (e.g. SUSY, Technicolor, fourth-
generation quarks), could compete with the small
Standard Model rate. Some SUSY models predict
an enhancement of the rates by up to a factor of
two[2].

Belle first observed B → Kµ+µ− in the fall of
2001[3]. Both BaBar and Belle have new results
on b → sl+l−. Belle recently presented a mea-
surement of the inclusive rate for B → Xsl

+l−,
and BaBar has updated its search for the ex-
clusive B → K(∗)l+l− modes and now confirms
Belle’s observation.

3.1. Belle Measurement of B → Xsl
+l−

Belle reconstructs candidates for B → Xsl
+l−

by combining opposite sign lepton pairs with Xs

candidates, where Xs formed by combining a K+

or K0
s with zero to four pions, of which up to

one π0 is allowed, and the invariant mass of the
Xs candidate must satisfy MXs < 2.1GeV. The
best candidate in each event is chosen using ∆E,
vertex quality, B flight direction, and K − l an-
gular correlation information. The analysis was
performed on a sample of 43 fb−1.

Background from B → Xsh
+h− needs to be

controlled carefully in this analysis because it
peaks near the B mass in the mES spectrum.
For this reason, Belle estimates this background
with data by using a sample of reconstructed
B → Xsh

+h− events selected as signal, but
without any lepton identification requirements.
The yield from this sample is multiplied by the
momentum-dependent measured lepton fake rate
for each pion to estimate the background from
this source. Belle estimates it has 2.4+0.5

−0.4 back-
ground events from this source in its 43 fb−1 sam-
ple and subtracts this amount from the signal
yield.

Resonant background from B → J/ψ(→
l+l−)K(∗) is explicitly vetoed by removing candi-
dates which have a di-lepton invariant mass near
the J/ψ or ψ(2S) nominal mass.

The signal distributions are shown in Figure 2.
Belle observes 16.6+8.0+3.9

−7.3−3.8 events in the Xse
+e−

channel, and sets an upper limit of B(B →

Xse
+e−) < 11.0 × 10−6 at the 90% confidence

level. Belle observes 30.7+7.9+5.4
−7.4−3.8 events in the

Xsµ
+µ− channel, and measures the branching

fraction to be (8.9+2.3+1.6
−2.1−1.7) × 10−6. By combin-

ing the two lepton modes, Belle obtains a yield of
47.6+11.0+9.6

−10.4−8.0 for Xsl
+l−, and measures the inclu-

sive rate to be (7.1+1.6+1.4
−1.6−1.2)× 10−6[4]. All results

are in agreement with predicted rates.
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Figure 2. Signal distributions for Belle analy-
sis of B → Xsl

+l− Top left: Xse
+e− candi-

dates, top right: Xsµ
+µ− candidates, bottom

left: combined Xsl
+l− candidates, and bottom

right: Xse
±µ∓.

3.2. BaBar Measurement of B → K(∗)l+l−

BaBar has an updated measurement of the
rates for B → K(∗)l+l− using 56 fb−1. Signal
candidates are reconstructed in the final states
B+ → K+l+l−, B0 → K0

Sl
+l−, B+ → K∗+l+l−,

B0 → K∗0
S l+l−; where K∗+ → K0

Sπ
+, K∗0 →

K+
S π

−, and l is either an electron or muon. The
signal yield is extracted by an extended maximum
likelihood fit in the ∆E versus mES plane.

Resonant background from B → J/ψ(→
l+l−)K(∗) has the same topology as signal, and
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peaks in the signal region. This background
therefore is explicitly vetoed by a correlated se-
lection in the ∆E versus dilepton invariant mass
plane as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Veto in ∆E versus dilepton invari-
ant mass plane for electrons (a) and muons (b).
The shaded region is vetoed, and the points cor-
respond to a Monte Carlo simulation of B →
J/Ψ(→ e+e−)K and B → J/Ψ(→ µ+µ−)K.
Most signal events lie in the region between the
horizontal lines near ∆E = 0.

Signal yields in the mES projection after a re-
quirement that −110 < ∆E < 50 MeV for the
electron modes and −70 < ∆E < 50 MeV for
the muon modes are shown in Figure 4. By
combining the electron and muon channels and
imposing the theoretical condition that B(B →
K∗e+e−)/B(B → K∗µ+µ−) = 1.21 [2], BaBar
measures B(B → Kl+l−) = (0.84+0.30+0.10

−0.24−0.18) ×
10−6, and sets a limit for B(B → K∗l+l−) <
3.5× 10−6 at the 90% confidence level[5].

4. Searches for B → ργ

The decay B → ργ proceeds through a b → d
penguin which is suppressed by |Vtd|2/|Vts|2 (ap-
proximately 10−2) with respect to B → K∗γ.
These two rates together can therefore be used to
extract the ratio |Vtd|/|Vts|. The standard model
predictions for the rates are B(B0 → ρ0γ) =
(0.49±0.21)×10−6 and B(B+ → ρ+γ) = (0.85±
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Figure 4. Signal yields and fit projections for
B → K(∗)l+l−.

0.40)× 10−6 [6]. Again, these rates could be en-
hanced by new physics contributions in the loop,
e.g. SUSY.

Both BaBar and Belle have recent preliminary
measurements which place limits on the rates for
these decays, and BaBar has used its limit to con-
strain |Vtd|2/|Vts|2.

Background from continuum and initial state
radiation are suppressed in both BaBar and Belle
by multivariate techniques which incorporate in-
formation from a variety of correlated sources in-
cluding event shape, B flight direction, cos θthrust,
the angle between the thrust axis of the B candi-
date and the rest of the event, and energy flow
around the photon candidate in the center of
mass. BaBar also includes information about the
net flavor content of the event and |∆z|, the ob-
served vertex separation of the B candidate and
the vertex reconstructed using the rest of the
event. Belle combines the information into a like-
lihood ratio while BaBar uses a neural network.
Both techniques provide a similar level of back-
ground suppression. The output of the neural
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network used by BaBar is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Neural Network output used for back-
ground suppression in BaBar’s search for B →
ργ.

These limits set by both experiments are be-
ginning to approach the theoretical predictions.
The limits are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Measured limits for B(B → ργ)

Decay Yield Upper Limit

Mode 90% CL(×10−6)

Belle: 45.1×106BB [8]

B0 → ρ0γ 10.0+7.4
−6.2 ± 1.0 < 5.7

B+ → ρ+γ 1.0+5.1
−3.9 ± 1.0 < 7.2

BaBar 61.7×106BB [7]

B0 → ρ0γ 3.1± 4.2 < 1.5

B+ → ρ+γ 4.6± 5.8 < 2.8

BaBar has used its limit, in combination with
the world average for B(B → K∗γ) to extract
|Vtd|/|Vts|. BaBar finds |Vtd|/|Vts| < 0.36 at the
90% confidence level.

5. Measurements of B → η(′)K(∗)

The tree amplitude for the decays B →
η(′)K(∗) is CKM suppressed, and therefore the
penguin diagrams play a significant role in the
total rate. Rates which are larger than expected
have been observed in the modes B → η

′
K and

B → ηK∗, first by CLEO[10] and later con-
firmed by Belle [11] and BaBar[12]. Belle mea-
sures B(B → η

′
K+) = (79+12

−11 ± 9) × 10−6,
B(B → η

′
K0) = (55+19

−16 ± 8) × 10−6, and
B(B → ηK∗+) = (26.5+7.8

−7.0 ± 3.0) × 10−6,
B(B → ηK∗0) = (16.5+4.6

−4.2 ± 1.2)× 10−6. BaBar
finds B(B → η

′
K+) = (67 ± 5 ± 5) × 10−6,

B(B → η
′
K0) = (46 ± 6 ± 4) × 10−6, and

B(B → ηK∗+) = (22.1+11.1
−9.2 ±3.2)×10−6, B(B →

ηK∗0) = (19.8+6.5
−5.6 ± 1.5)× 10−6.

The neutral modes are CP eigenstates, and the
same mechanism responsible for time-dependent
CP violation in B → J/ψK0

S is also possible here.
The penguin contribution in η(′)K(∗) complicates
the situation, and in particular new physics con-
tributions could possibly modify the measured
CP phase with respect to the one measured in
charmonium modes (which are tree-dominated).

Belle has presented a preliminary measurement
of CP violation in B0 → η

′
K, which is covered

in Dan Marlow’s talk[13]. BaBar has a measure-
ment in progress. Both BaBar and Belle have
updated their branching fraction measurements,
and all continue to be consistent both with each
other and with the results originally measured by
CLEO.

Finally, both experiments have begun to search
for direct CP violation in B → η(′)K(∗), B → ωπ,
B → ωK, and B → φK(∗). Some of these modes
in particular have generated theoretical interest.
[9] So far, no significant CP asymmetry is ob-
served in any of these modes.

6. Conclusions

The flavor changing neutral current b to s tran-
sitions B → Kl+l− first observed last fall by Belle
have now also been observed by BaBar. The limit
on |Vtd|/|Vts| given by the limits on the rate for
the decay B → ργ will soon approach a level of
sensitivity which is complementary to the lim-
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its set by ∆md/∆ms. CP violation studies in
B → η(′)K(∗) are beginning, and direct CP vi-
olation searches are maturing. Many other rare
decays are being studied as both experiments con-
tinue to accumulate data.
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